
6 Steps to Land a Remote Job (This Weekend): The Ultimate Guide 

 

Though you are aware of the virtual world where you can find everything online.Even innovative 

job oriented programs to earn livelihood, it’s essential to evaluate different factors before you look 

for jobs online.  

Many newcomers have had dreary experiences, while they were dealing with overseas clients. 

After working for a few days, they found it worthless to them. They were manhandled by hackers 

and fake companies. Besides, working hours were not suitable to them. So, before entering into 

this virtual field,it is advisable to do preliminary table work.  

Given below are the top 6 steps to land a remote job smoothly : 

 

Is it something that you think is right for you? 

 

First thing first,ask yourself if you are ready for this ! 

You must be comfortable to take orders from multiple clients,and fulfil them .You will have to sit and 

pay heed to client’s instructions to bundle up the assignments. 

Hence,having good communication skills is must. You should not be an introvert and tight lipped. If 

needed, you should be available to chat with the clients. 

Their views and objectives must be carefully double checked.Also, it is not an actual workplace 

where everyone is seriously involved with their work. You will not get the feel of a corporate inside 

your luxurious apartment. So, you should first figure out whether you are fit for such a job or not. 

Honestly, you should have good attitude and a lot of patience to step into this culture,where you 

don’t get to meet or see your client. You should be open to dynamic conception about the 

formalities to be maintained. For this, go through articles, take up tests and interact with the 

consultants.Social media channels are helpful for beginners to get a gist of not just the remote 

work culture but also its pros and cons. 

In short, while we have multiple benefits in taking up a remote job,like working inside our house 

and taking out time for things that you love to do, serious cons like hacking,bullying,spam should 

not be ignored. Guidelines from experts should be taken into consideration to avoid facing trouble 

in opening an online remote office.  

 

Ever thought of that one thing that motivates you to work?   

 

Motivational quotes are not good enough!. 

Figure out if you really love what you are planning to do.And if you are willing to take out enough 

time at home to work productively.If you don’t love what you do, your bed suddenly becomes the 

most comfortable spot and you just wanna take a nap ,especially when no one is telling you to get 

up and work!.Many enthusiastic employees manage their tasks from home or cafe easily. They 

possess the required gadgets like smartphones, macbooks, and tablets to operate effectively.But 



not every person can work from home that easily, it depends on one’s exposure to advanced 

technology and needs as well.  

Most people start feeling dreary on weekends for different reasons.If you belong to this category, 

analyze it. If you hate working on weekends sometimes at the office, you’ll probably hate it at 

home too. If you like your job but the weekend dread comes from the stress of commuting, you 

might be a good fit for remote work. 

One needs to be always on toes even to find online jobs. Once you get used to of it, it will become 

easier for you to be productive even while you are sitting at home!. 

 

Where and how to find your dream job? 

 

If you’ve reached to the third step, you’re probably willing to explore the opportunities in the remote 

work-world. To do that, you’ll first need to know where to look. 

Most job sites don’t have a very good “remote work” filter, which usually results in hours of going 

through random jobs.Do a thorough comparison before going ahead and selecting a job for 

yourself.Look for an “actual client”.Who are clear with their policies and rules.   

Remote Hire is one such platform where,you can locate the best employers from all over the world 

and projects that you would love to work. Therefore,it becomes way too easy for the job seekers to 

look out for the best opportunities. 

 

Understand the employer’s requirements 

 

Every employer would want an employee should join his company with a set of skills and qualities 

even if he is going to work remotely.An ideal employee should be reliable,punctual and should be 

someone who takes his job seriously,and is willing to stay and work with the company for a long 

time. 

Remote companies are mostly looking for problem solvers. This might come in the form of start-up 

experience, entrepreneurial experience, internally innovative people (intrapreneurs), or just plain 

other remote work experience. 

If you are getting a remote job just because you hate your work, and you’re hoping that working 

from home might help,you are wrong! it won’t. Working from home might even make it worse. 

Working from home offers unlimited wonderful distractions. Your TV might be waiting for you to 

come and listen to it at lunch, and your cat might be pissed that you are working during her belly 

rub time. If you’re not motivated to work, you won’t work if no one is looking over your shoulder. 

Hence,it’s important to understand the expectations of the employer before you go ahead and find 

a job for yourself. 

 

Design an attractive Resume for your job application  

 



Ever heard of the phrase,first impression is the last impression? 

Well,since you can’t personally meet the employer in this case, your first impression does not 

depend on your personality but,your resume! 

Communication starts with your resume. Remote companies fail because of bad communication, 

thus they look to hire amazing communicators. Your resume should brag about your 

communication skills, and typos should be non-existent. 

Create a resume that gives a clear information about your educational background,skill, experience 

and small description about your vision,and you will be the perfect recruit! 

 

Sum it all ! 

 

Finally,it’s time take a recap! 

Go through all the steps and then when you finally land a remote job,be prepared to feel a little 

weird at first,as you are going to work without any office desk and colleagues.Give it a few weeks 

and you’ll feel right at home(literally). 

Invest your time on watching relevant videos and taking few trial demos,read articles on remote 

work ethics and you’ll be good to go. 

Good luck getting those remote job applications out there!! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


